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Lead quote — credit
Dear Reader:
Turning fifty is without question a landmark birthday for any person or company, but for an
independent press there is even greater reason to celebrate. The evolution of House of Anansi
Press from a concept dreamt up by two writers in 1967 to a fully staffed publishing house of thirty
people is nothing short of extraordinary. We remain committed to publishing Canadian literature,
poetry, and nonfiction produced by the writers who embody Canada’s cultural diversity, and we
have expanded our mandate to include works from around the world in Anansi International. We
have a crime fiction imprint, Spiderline, and lifestyle imprint, Ambrosia, as well as the Anansi
classics backlist imprint, the A List.
In this anniversary catalogue you will find books to satisfy many tastes and interests, from
Tanya Talaga’s heartbreaking investigation into the deaths of seven teenagers from indigenous
communities in Northern Ontario in her book Seven Fallen Feathers: Racism, Death, and Hard
Truths in a Northern City to our annual CBC Massey Lectures In Search of a Better World: A Human
Rights Odyssey, delivered this year by former UN prosecutor and international human rights lawyer
Payam Akhavan. You will find novels from newcomers Gillian Best (The Last Wave) and Méira
Cook (Once More with Feeling); a debut story collection titled Things Are Good Now by EthiopianCanadian Djamila Ibrahim; and the newest offering from Ian Hamilton’s award-winning Ava Lee
series, The Imam of Tawi-Tawi. I hope you’ll agree with me when I say Anansi is well positioned
for a strong publishing future as it moves into its second half-century as Canada’s most storied
independent publisher. I thank you all from the bottom of my heart for supporting the writers by
buying and reading and selling their work. We couldn’t do this without you!
Thank you,

Sarah MacLachlan, President and Publisher
House of Anansi Press
sarah@houseofanansi.com

MARKETING NOTES
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September

IN SEARCH OF A BETTER WORLD
A Human Rights Odyssey
CBC Massey Lectures

PAYAM AKHAVAN
The 2017 CBC Massey Lectures are an essential analysis of the major
human rights struggles of our times by internationally renowned human
rights lawyer and former UN prosecutor Payam Akhavan.

A work of

memoir, history, and a call to
action, In Search of a Better World, the 2017 CBC
Massey Lectures, are a powerful and essential work
on the major human rights struggles of our times.
In February of 2017, Amnesty International
released their Annual Report for 2016 to 2017,
concluding that the “us versus them” rhetoric
increasingly employed by politicians is endangering
human rights the world over. Renowned UN prosecutor and human rights scholar Payam Akhavan
has encountered the grim realities of contemporary
genocide throughout his life and career. He argues
that deceptive utopias, political cynicism, and public apathy have given rise to major human rights
abuses: from the religious persecution of Iranian
Bahá’ís that shaped his personal life, to the horrors
of ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia, the genocide in
Rwanda, and the rise of contemporary phenomena
such as the Islamic State. But he also reflects on
the inspiring resilience of the human spirit and the
reality of our inextricable interdependence to liberate us, whether from hateful ideologies that deny
the humanity of others or an empty consumerist
culture that worships greed and self-indulgence.
A timely, essential, and passionate work of memoir and history, In Search of a Better World is a tour
de force by an internationally renowned human
rights lawyer.

POLITICAL SCIENCE / Human Rights
978-1-4870-0200-8
5 x 8 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0201-5
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: POL035010
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PAYAM AKHAVAN is a Pro-

EXCERPT

fessor of International Law at
McGill University in Montreal,
Canada, a Member of the International Court of Arbitration,
and a former UN prosecutor at
The Hague. He has served with
the UN in conflict zones around the world, including Bosnia, Cambodia, Guatemala, Rwanda, and
Timor Leste, and as legal counsel in landmark cases
before the International Court of Justice, the International Criminal Court, the European Court of
Human Rights, and the Supreme Courts of Canada
and the United States. Born in Tehran, Iran, Payam
Akhavan migrated to Canada with his family in his
childhood.

CHAPTER OUTLINE
Chapter 1: 1979 Iranian Revolution
An account of Akhavan’s journey from Tehran
to Toronto, this chapter examines the historic
encounter between Islam and the West during the
1979 Iranian Revolution.
Chapter 2: 1992–95 Bosnian War
In the 1990s, when Akhavan is in his twenties, he
becomes a pioneer of the UN war crimes tribunal
at The Hague, where he encounters radical evil in
Bosnia, following the fall of Yugoslavia in 1991.
Chapter 3: 1994 Rwandan Genocide
In 1994, the world watched as the Tutsi were abandoned at the ETO school by the UN to be slaughtered by the Hutu extremists. Akhavan recounts his
own experience with Rwanda.

MARKETING NOTES
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5-city Massey Lecture tour:
• Wed Sept 13, Whitehorse: Yukon Arts Centre
• Fri Sept 15, Vancouver: York Theatre
• Wed Sept 20, Montreal: Moyse Hall, McGill
University
• Fri Sept 22, St. John’s: D.F. Cook Hall,
Memorial University
• Wed Oct 4, Toronto: Koerner Hall
National publicity coverage
CBC Radio promotion
National print & broadcast advertising
Pre-publication excerpt in major media outlet
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Co-op available
#MasseyLectures

Chapter 4: The Post-9/11 World
Suffering from PTSD, Akhavan decides to leave
the UN.
Chapter 5: Multiculturalism and Human Rights
in the Twenty-First Century
Akhavan discusses his experience with the Inuit in
the Arctic as an immigrant youth and the difference
between spiritual and consumerist worldviews. He
examines our self-destruction through greed and a
culture of emptiness.
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THEREFORE CHOOSE LIFE
The Found Massey Lectures

GEORGE WALD
INTRODUCTION BY LEWIS AUERBACH
The recently rediscovered 1970 Massey Lectures by Nobel Prize–winning
scientist George Wald examine the origins of life and death, and the future
of humanity.

“All men, everywhere, have asked
the same questions: Whence we come, what kind of
thing we are, and at least some intimation of what
may become of us . . .”
So begins Nobel Prize–winning scientist
George Wald’s 1970 Massey Lectures — recovered
from the Harvard University Archive by Lewis
Auerbach, former CBC producer of the Massey
Lectures — now in print for the first time ever.
Where did we come from, who are we, and what is
to become of us — these questions have never been
more urgent. Then, as now, the world is facing major
political and social upheaval, from overpopulation
to nuclear warfare to environmental degradation
and the uses and abuses of technology. Using
scientific fact as metaphor, Wald meditates on our
place, and role, on Earth and in the universe. He
urges us to therefore choose life — to invest in our
capabilities as human beings, to heed the warnings
of our own self-destruction, and above all to honour
our humanity.

CBC MASSEY LECTURES

PHILOSOPHY / Political

MARKETING NOTES

978-1-4870-0320-3

•
•

5 x 8 • 104 pages
Trade paperback • $16.95

•
•
•
•

978-1-4870-0321-0
ePub • $14.95
BISAC: PHI019000
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National publicity coverage
Outreach to universities and philosophy and
education influencers
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available

GEORGE WALD was born in

EXCERPT

New York City in 1906, the son
of Jewish immigrant parents.
An award-winning biologist, he
taught at Harvard University
for forty-three years. He was
elected to the National Academy
of Sciences in 1950, to the American Philosophical
Society in 1958, and in 1963–64 he was a Guggenheim Fellow, spending the year at Cambridge University. He also received honorary degrees from
the University of Berne, Yale University, Wesleyan
University, New York University, McGill University, Clark University, and Amherst College. Wald
spoke out on many political and social issues, and
his fame as a Nobel laureate brought national and
international attention to his views. He died in 1997
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, at the age of ninety.

All men, everywhere, have asked the same questions:
Whence we come, what kind of thing we are, and
at least some intimation of what may become of
us. Seeking answers to these questions, men have
followed many paths. I hope I may be forgiven for
believing that science offers perhaps the surest of
those paths.
We have special need now for answers to those
questions. Our society is adrift. We are in a crisis
of conviction, of mission, of commitment — a kind
of worldwide identity crisis. Indeed, technology
having obliterated distance, man needs more than
ever before to become a community. Unless we can
achieve some commonly accepted sense of human
needs and goals, we’re lost.
So, that is the kind of thing I shall be talking
about. I shall be asking the question: From what base
can a scientist, dealing as a scientist, make moral and
political judgements? I would like to examine that
base — my base. Perhaps it can become yours.
What I am looking for is some sort of context
that can serve as a guide to decision and action. In
a sense, this is my religion — the entirely secular
religion of one scientist. It contains no supernatural
elements. Nature is enough for me — enough of awe,
enough of beauty, enough of reason.

LEWIS AUERBACH was the producer of
CBC’s Ideas from 1967 to 1971. He later worked at
TV Ontario, the Science Council of Canada, the
CRTC, the Auditor General of Canada, and as a
private consultant. As a volunteer he was Board
Chair at Tamir, which provides housing in Ottawa
for the mentally challenged; at Options Bytown,
which provides supportive housing for otherwise
homeless, and the Harvard Club of Ottawa. He
also has served on the Boards of the Great Canadian Theatre Company, the Hospice at Maycourt,
and Oxfam. Currently he sits on the Board of the
Forum for Research and Policy in Communications
and the Harvard Alumni Association. He lives in
Ottawa.
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SEVEN FALLEN FEATHERS
Racism, Death, and Hard Truths in a Northern City

TANYA TALAGA
The shocking true story covered by the Guardian and the New York Times
of the seven young indigenous students who were found dead in a northern
Ontario city.

In 1966, twelve-year-old

Chanie
Wenjack froze to death on the railway tracks
after running away from residential school. An
inquest was called and four recommendations were
made to prevent another tragedy. None of those
recommendations were applied.
More than a quarter of a century later, from
2000 to 2011, seven indigenous high school
students died in Thunder Bay, Ontario. The seven
were hundreds of miles away from their families,
forced to leave their homes because there was no
high school on their reserves. Five were found dead
in the rivers surrounding Lake Superior, below a
sacred indigenous site. Jordan Wabasse, a gentle
boy and star hockey player, disappeared into the
-20° Celsius night. The body of celebrated artist
Norval Morrisseau’s grandson, Kyle, was pulled
from a river, as was Curran Strang’s. Robyn Harper
died in her boarding-house hallway and Paul
Panacheese inexplicably collapsed on his kitchen
floor. Reggie Bushie’s death finally prompted an
inquest, seven years after the discovery of Jethro
Anderson, the first boy whose body was found in
the water. But it was the death of Chanie Wenjack
that foreshadowed the loss of the seven.
Using a sweeping narrative focusing on the
lives of the students, award-winning investigative
journalist Tanya Talaga delves into the history of
this small northern city that has come to manifest
Canada’s long struggle with human rights violations
against indigenous communities.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Native Americans
978-1-4870-0226-8
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $22.95
978-1-4870-0227-5
ePub • $18.95
BISAC: BIO028000
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TANYA TALAGA has been

EXCERPT

a journalist at the Toronto Star
for twenty years, covering
everything from general city
news to education, national
healthcare, foreign news, and
indigenous affairs. She has been
nominated four times for the G overnor General’s
Michener Award in public service journalism. In
2015, she was part of a team that won a National
Newspaper Award for a year-long project on the
Rana Plaza disaster in Bangladesh. She was also
part of a team that was nominated for a National
Newspaper Award for a series of stories on murdered
and missing indigenous women and girls. Talaga
is of Métis ancestry. Her grandmother is Ojibwa,
a member of Fort William First Nation, and her
mother was raised off-reserve and is a residential
school survivor from Kenora. Her grandfather, an
Ojibwa trapper, was raised in the bush outside of
Thunder Bay. She lives in Toronto with her two
teenage children.

Stan stares at me impassively. Non-plussed.
So I start firing off some questions.
It doesn’t go well. Every time I try to engage
him, asking him about why indigenous people
won’t get in the game and vote, he begins talking
about the disappearance of fifteen-year-old Jordan
Wabasse.
It was a frustrating exchange, like we were
speaking two different languages.
“Indigenous voters could influence fifty seats
across the country if they got out and voted but they
don’t. Why?” I ask.
“Why aren’t you writing a story on Jordan
Wabasse? He has been gone seventy-one days now,”
replies Stan. “They found a shoe down by the water.
Police think it might have been his.”
Then Stan said: “Jordan is the seventh student
to go missing or die while at school.”
Seven.
Stan says their names: “Reggie Bushie. Jethro
Anderson. Paul Panacheese. Curran Strang.
Robyn Harper. Kyle Morrisseau. And now, Jordan
Wabasse.”
He then tells me the seven were hundreds of
miles away from their home communities and families.
Each was forced to leave their reserve simply
because there was no high school for them to attend.
“Going to high school is the right of every
Canadian child,” says Stan, adding that these children are no different.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National author tour
National publicity coverage
Targeted outreach to Indigenous media and
community
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Festival appearances
ARCs available
Co-op available
Twitter: @TanyaTalaga
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ARRIVAL
The Story of CanLit

NICK MOUNT
Perfectly timed to coincide with the 150th anniversary of Canadian
Confederation, acclaimed critic Nick Mount delves into Canada’s literary
history and the era that produced some of our most celebrated authors.

In the mid-twentieth century,
Canadian literature was transformed from a largely
ignored trickle of books into an enormous cultural
phenomenon that produced Margaret Atwood,
Alice Munro, Michael Ondaatje, Mordecai Richler,
and so many others. In Arrival, acclaimed writer
and critic Nick Mount answers the question: What
caused the CanLit Boom?
Written with wit and panache, Arrival tells the
story of Canada’s literary awakening. Interwoven
with his vivid tale are enlightening mini-biographies
of the people who made it happen, from superstars
Leonard Cohen and Marie-Claire Blais to lesserknown lights like the troubled and impassioned
Harold Sonny Ladoo. The full range of Canada’s
literary boom is here: the underground exploits
of the blew ointment and Tish gangs; revolutionary
critical forays by highbrow academics; the bluntforce trauma of our plain-spoken backwoods poetry;
and the urgent political writing that erupted from
the turmoil in Quebec.
Published to coincide with the 150th anniversary
of Canadian Confederation, Arrival is a dazzling,
variegated, and inspired piece of writing that helps
explain how we got from there to here.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Literary
978-1-77089-221-7
6 x 9 • 448 pages
Hardcover with jacket • $29.95
Two 8-page black and white photo inserts
978-1-77089-222-4
ePub • $22.95
BISAC: BIO007000
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NICK MOUNT is a professor of English literature

EXCERPT

at the University of Toronto, award-winning critic,
and former Fiction Editor at The Walrus. He regularly gives public talks on the arts in Canada, and
has appeared on TVO’s Big Ideas and CBC Radio’s
Sunday Edition. He is a two-time finalist in TVO’s
Best Lecturer Competition. In 2011, he was awarded a 3M National Teaching Fellowship, the country’s highest teaching award. He lives in Toronto.

Canada awoke in the 1960s, shaken by the excitement leading up to the party in Montreal. But the
explosion was loudest and echoed longest in print.
By the 1950s, Canadian art had a “distinct canon of
images”: the lonely pine, the snow-covered village
church, the canoe, the mountain. No such set of
literary images existed in the national psyche until
after the sixties — no double hooks, no stone angels,
no beautiful beasts or beautiful losers. That’s partly
the problem addressed by the Massey Report, the
government’s 1951 enquiry into Canadian culture:
the realization that, as a means of national expression, literature had “fallen far behind painting.”
This book tells the story of when all that
changed. It’s a story about writers, publishers, and
readers, people who in one way or another played
leading roles. It’s also the story of the culture that
created and sustained them, a society finally comfortable enough to think about something besides
trees and wheat. Postwar prosperity created both
an existential backlash — the nagging sense that
this can’t be all there is — and the means to buy
what was missing or the leisure to produce it. Few
realized it at the time, but that’s what the hippies
of Yorkville shared with their parents, and with the
politicians in Ottawa: the desire to redirect affluence into immaterial rewards, the “intangibles” that
the Massey Report said make up a nation. You can’t
get much more intangible than barefoot in the park.

PRAISE FOR ARRIVAL
“If you want to know how Canadian writers
and publishers slipped the noose of colonialism
and created a vibrant international literature,
including a Nobel Prize, this is the book to
read. Impious biography, bureaucrats oneupped, politics, history — Arrival has it all, and
best is Mount’s outrageous sense of humour.
Essential reading.” — Rosemary Sullivan,
author of Stalin’s Daughter: The Extraordinary
and Tumultuous Life of Svetlana Alliluyeva
MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Author tour
National publicity coverage
Outreach to prominent influencers in Canadian
Literature
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Festival appearances
ARCs available
Co-op available
Twitter: @profnickmount
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THE FUTURE OF GEOPOLITICS
The Munk Debates
Niall Ferguson (PRO) vs. Fareed Zakaria (CON)

Be it resolved, the liberal international order is over . . .

Since the end

of World War II, global
affairs have been shaped by the increasing free
movement of people and goods, international rules
setting, and a broad appreciation of the mutual
benefits of a more interdependent world. Together
these factors defined the liberal international order
and sustained an era of rising global prosperity
and declining international conflict. But now, for
the first time in a generation, the pillars of liberal
internationalism are being shaken to their core
by the reassertion of national borders, national
interests, and nationalist politics across the
globe. Can liberal internationalism survive these
challenges and remain the defining rules-based
system of the future? Or, are we witnessing the
beginning of the end of the liberal international
order?
The twentieth semi-annual Munk Debate, held
on April 28th, 2017, pits prominent historian Niall
Ferguson against CNN’s Fareed Zakaria to debate
the future of liberal internationalism.

POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES /
CONSERVATISM & LIBERALISM
978-1-4870-0335-7
5 x 8 • 128 pages
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0336-4
ePub • $9.95
BISAC: POL042020
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NIALL FERGUSON is the

ALSO AVAILABLE

Laurence A. Tisch Professor of
History at Harvard University
and William Ziegler Professor
of Business Administration at
Harvard Business School. He is
also a Senior Research Fellow at
Jesus College, Oxford, and a Senior Fellow at the
Hoover Institution, Stanford University. He is the
author of numerous bestselling books, including
The Ascent of Money. A prolific commentator on
contemporary politics and economics, Ferguson is
a contributing editor for the Financial Times and
senior columnist with Newsweek.

THE GLOBAL REFUGEE CRISIS: HOW
SHOULD WE RESPOND?
Louise Arbour & Simon Schama
vs. Nigel Farage & Mark Steyn
978-1-4870-0212-1 Paperback $14.95
978-1-4870-0213-8 ePub $12.95

DO HUMANKIND’S BEST DAYS LIE
AHEAD?
The Munk Debates
Steven Pinker and Matt Ridley
vs. Alain de Botton and Malcolm Gladwell
978-1-4870-0168-1 Paperback $14.95
978-1-4870-0169-8 ePub $12.95

FAREED ZAKARIA is host
of CNN’s flagship international
affairs program, Fareed Zakaria
GPS, which won the 2012
Peabody Award. He is also
the editor-at-large of Time,
contributing editor at The
Atlantic, a Washington Post columnist, and a former
editor of Newsweek International. He is the author of
the international bestsellers, The Future of Freedom
and The Post-American World: Release 2.0. He was
described by Esquire as “the most influential foreign
policy adviser of his generation” and was included
on Foreign Policy’s list of “Top 100 global thinkers.”

SHOULD THE WEST ENGAGE PUTIN’S
RUSSIA?
The Munk Debate on Russia
Stephen F. Cohen & Vladimir Pozner
vs. Anne Applebaum & Garry Kasparov
978-1-77089-858-5 Paperback $14.95
9718-1-77089-859-2 ePub $12.95

HAS OBAMA MADE THE WORLD A MORE
DANGEROUS PLACE?
The Munk Debate on U.S. Foreign Policy
Robert Kagan & Bret Stephens
vs. Fareed Zakaria & Anne-Marie Slaughter

MARKETING NOTES
•
•

978-1-77089-996-4 Paperback $14.95
9718-1-77089-997-1 ePub $12.95

National review copy mailing
Co-op available
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TITLE
TITLE
M
cMAFIA (TV TIE-IN EDITION)
Subtitle
Subtitle
A
Journey Through the Global Criminal Underworld

AUTHOR NAME

AUTHOR
MISHA
GLENNY
NAME
A
brand
new edition
of the international bestselling exposé on global organized crime,
Lead
quote
— credit
featuring a new chapter on the expansion of McMafia culture — soon to be a majornetwork TV series.

In this powerful

and groundbreaking
work, award-winning author and journalist Misha
Glenny takes us on a journey through the new
world of international organized crime. Tracing the
history of the shadow economy over the last three
decades, Glenny exposes the nexus of crime, politics,
and money that has come to shape and inform the
post–Cold War era. From gun runners in Ukraine
to money launderers in Dubai, cyber criminals
in Brazil, racketeers in Japan, and the booming
marijuana industry in western Canada, McMafia
builds a breathtaking picture of a secret and bloody
business that now accounts for 20 percent of the
world’s GDP. This edition features a new chapter
reflecting on the expansion of McMafia culture
in the past decade and its infiltration of major
institutions of the global elite — including the most
powerful centres of government — brought to light
by revelations such as WikiLeaks and the Panama
Papers.
Fascinating, highly readable, and impressively
well researched, McMafia exposes the dark side of
globalization and the future of organized crime.
The TV Tie-in edition will coincide with the
upcoming television series based on the book,
premiering in January 2018. The series stars James
Norton and was created and written by Oscarnominated screenwriter and film director Hossein
Amini (Drive) and James Watkins (The Woman in
Black).

TRUE CRIME / Organized Crime
978-1-4870-0349-4
6 x 9.25 • 400 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
Two 8-page black and white photo inserts and
six run-in charts.
978-0-88784-865-0
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: TRU003000

MARKETING NOTES
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Month

TITLE
Subtitle

AUTHOR NAME

GLENNY
Lead quote —MISHA
credit

is a British
journalist and specialist on
Eastern and Southeastern Europe
and international organized
crime. His coverage of the fall of
Communism led to his first book,
The Rebirth of History: Eastern
Europe in the Age of Democracy. His other highly
acclaimed books are The Fall of Yugoslavia and The
Balkans. Glenny has also written for the New York
Times, the New York Book Review, Foreign Affairs,
Harper’s, the London Review of Books, and other
publications. His most recent book is Nemesis: One
Man and the Battle for Rio.

PRAISE FOR MISHA GLENNY AND McMAFIA
“For anyone who wants to understand the twentyfirst century, this illuminating and page-turning
book is essential reading.”
— Academy Award® –Winning Actress Emma
Thompson
“‘Behind every great fortune,’ said Balzac, ‘there
lies a great crime.’ Misha Glenny has updated this
aperçu for our own time.” — Christopher Hitchens,
author of God Is Not Great
“A vividly recounted journey through a dozen of the
world’s most potent gangs, cartels, and transnational
mafias.” — Wall Street Journal
“Glenny sets a fast pace as he races from one
criminal hot spot to another, riding with marijuana
traffickers in British Columbia, walking into
pachinko parlours in Tokyo, visiting brothels in Tel
Aviv, and scoping out sex clubs in Dubai. For sheer
enterprise, he is hard to beat.” — New York Times

MARKETING NOTES

“Glenny makes an effective case for [organized
crime] becoming a truly global force.”
— Toronto Star
“Misha Glenny starts his rollicking book . . . and
never lets the reader go, determined to shake us into
realizing none of us are safe in the end from the
tentacles of the new global underworld . . . [His]
book should be appreciated for the powerful wakeup call it is. Think of it as a Lonely Planet Guide
to Organized Crime. Don’t leave home without it.”
— Globe and Mail

MARKETING NOTES
15

15

Coming Soon in 2018

THE KIDS IN THE HALL
One Dumb Guy

PAUL MYERS
FOREWORD BY SETH MEYERS
“I’d hate to meet the person who wasn’t a huge Kids in the Hall fan!”
— Samantha Bee
“Individually, we’re all smart guys, but collectively
we’re really just one dumb guy.”

It’s finally here

— the definitive,
authorized biography of legendary sketch comedy
troupe The Kids in the Hall. Meticulously
researched and written with the full cooperation
and participation of the Kids by critically acclaimed
biographer and comedy aficionado Paul Myers, The
Kids in the Hall: One Dumb Guy features exclusive
interviews with Dave Foley, Bruce McCulloch,
Kevin McDonald, Mark McKinney, and Scott
Thompson, as well as key players from their inner
circle.
The Kids in the Hall: One Dumb Guy spans the
entirety of the Kids’ storied career. You’ll read
tributes from Seth Meyers, Judd Apatow, Garry
Shandling, Paul Feig, Mike Myers, David Cross,
Michael Ian Black, Brent Butt, Jonah Ray, Dana
Gould, Bob Odenkirk, Andy Richter, and Canada’s
newest sensation, Baroness Von Sketch. As an
added bonus, the book will include never-beforeseen photographs, poster art, and script excerpts
from the personal archives of the Kids themselves.
Perfect for diehard fans and new initiates alike,
The Kids in the Hall: One Dumb Guy will make you
laugh and make you cry . . . and it may even crush
your head.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Entertainment &
Performing Arts
978-1-4870-0183-4
5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
One 16-page colour spread
978-1-4870-0184-1
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: BIO005000
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PAUL MYERS is a Canadian

EXCERPT

writer and musician living in
Berkeley, California. His previous books include the critically
acclaimed A Wizard a True Star:
Todd Rundgren in the Studio; It
Ain’t Easy: Long John Baldry and
the Birth of the British Blues; and Barenaked Ladies:
Public Stunts, Private Stories.

From the Foreword by Seth Meyers
In 1995, the summer between my Junior and Senior
years of college, I worked in New York City as an
intern for Comedy Central. On the first day, my
boss led me into a closet cluttered with VHS tapes
and told me I had eight weeks to organize and catalogue it. For the first few weeks I was committed to
the job and well on track to complete it as instructed but then I stumbled upon the complete works of
The Kids In The Hall and it all went to hell.
You see, I grew up in a household without cable.
I loved SNL and had heard tale of this other, edgier,
Lorne Michaels show that aired on HBO, but had
only caught glimpses of it at sleepovers or off bootleg tapes that fellow comedy nerds had brought to
campus. And now, here I was with full access and
I was resolved to take advantage of it. Each day, I
would do the bare minimum of work to not draw
attention to myself, and in the spaces in between I
watched every episode of every season of this wonderful show.

PRAISE FOR THE KIDS IN THE HALL
“I’ll openly admit that the Kids in the Hall were a
direct influence on Portlandia. We definitely took
ideas from them, and I know I’ve said out loud ‘How
would Kids in the Hall end this sketch? How would
they do it?’” — Fred Armisen
“The Kids were my eye-opening ‘Sex Pistols’
moment. When I watched them I said, ‘Wait, I can
do this too!’” — Jonah Ray

MARKETING NOTES

“The Kids in the Hall were fresh and sharp and
funny and cool. They were constantly moving forward. When all the cylinders are firing at a Kids in
the Hall show, it reaches the level of comedy art.”
— Mike Myers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I love those guys, they’re the best. Anybody
who meets them likes them. They’re my kind of
humour.” — Bob Odenkirk
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Author tour
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Goodreads giveaway
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ARCs available
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August

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THE RETURN OF HISTORY

Conflict, Migration, and Geopolitics in the Twenty-First Century

JENNIFER WELSH

Now available in paperback, the 2016 Massey
Lectures offer a timely, intelligent, and fascinating analysis
of twenty-first-century geopolitics by international relations
specialist Jennifer Welsh.
In 1989, the American political commentator Francis
Fukuyama wrote a famous essay entitled “The End of History,”
which argued that the demise of the confrontation between
Communism and capitalism, and the expansion of Western
liberal democracy, signalled a path toward a more peaceful
world. But a quarter of a century after Fukuyama’s bold
prediction, history has returned. The 2016 Massey Lectures
both illustrates and explains this return of history.
JENNIFER WELSH was Special Advisor to the UN
Secretary–General for the Responsibility to Protect. She is
Professor of International Relations at the University of Oxford
and a Fellow of Somerville College.
PRAISE FOR THE RETURN OF HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE / International
Relations / General
978-1-4870-0242-8
5 x 8 • 368 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95

Co-op available

A GLOBE AND MAIL TOP 100 BOOK
A NATIONAL POST TOP 99 BOOK

978-1-4870-0131-5
ePub • $16.95

“Insightful, frighteningly timely, and highly accessible.”
— Publishers Weekly, starred review

BISAC: POL011000

“Welsh’s unusual perspective serves her well and distinguishes this book from other return-of-history jeremiads.”
— Globe and Mail

MARKETING NOTES
•

#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER

“Welsh mounts a forceful moral argument.” — Maclean’s
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Available

THE CBC MASSEY
LECTURES

978-1-4870-0137-7
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-837-0
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-015-2
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-974-9
Paperback • $22.95

978-0-88784-972-5
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-48700-007-3
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-839-4
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-225-5
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-045-9
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-280-1
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-810-0
Paperback • $18.95

978-0-88784-598-7
Paperback • $14.95

978-0-88784-574-1
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-636-6
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-731-8
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-872-8
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-881-0
ePub • $14.95

978-0-88784-868-1
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-891-9
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-896-4
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-706-6
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-696-0
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-322-1
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-842-1
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-753-0
Paperback • $19.95

978-0-88784-843-8
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-895-7
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-324-5
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-969-5
ePub • $16.95

978-0-88784-875-9
ePub • $16.95
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November

NEW IN PAPERBACK
BAD SINGER

The Surprising Science of Tone Deafness and How We Hear Music

TIM FALCONER
Now available in paperback, Bad Singer follows the delightful
journey of Tim Falconer as he tries to overcome tone deafness
— and along the way discovers what we’re really hearing when
we listen to music. A work of scientific discovery, musicology,
and personal odyssey, Bad Singer is a fascinating, insightful, and
highly entertaining account from an award-winning journalist
and author.

TIM FALCONER is an award-winning journalist and author
of four books of nonfiction, including Bad Singer, Drive: A Road
Trip through Our Complicated Affair with the Automobile, and
That Good Night: Ethicists, Euthanasia, and End-of-Life Care. He
teaches magazine journalism at Ryerson University in Toronto
and Creative Nonfiction at the University of King’s College in
Halifax. He lives in Toronto.

PRAISE FOR TIM FALCONER AND BAD SINGER:
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
General
978-1-4870-0230-5
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
Trade paperback $19.95
978-1-77089-446-4
ePub $16.95
BISAC: BIO000000

“Bad Singer deftly combines a memoir of Falconer’s personal
musical history with a scientific look into how humans hear
music.” — Maclean’s
“A remarkable story of dogged determination to prove his own
body wrong and, as such, is one of the more illuminating cultural studies of modern times.” — Globe and Mail
“Over the last decade there have been a number of books published about the science of music — such as Daniel Levitan’s
This Is Your Brain on Music, Oliver Sacks’s Musicophilia, and
David Byrne’s How Music Works — and Bad Singer is a doubly
successful effort because it doesn’t retread the same ground of
these books, with Falconer couching his subject in a personal
journey that’s enjoyable to follow.” — National Post
20
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August

THE LAST WAVE
GILLIAN BEST

Gillian Best, winner of the Bronwen Wallace Award for Short Fiction, weaves a
striking literary debut centered on one woman’s relationship to the sea, and how
it proves to be both a liberating force and a balm for the trials of domestic life.

A beautifully rendered

family
drama set in Dover, England, between the 1940s
and the present day, The Last Wave follows the life
of Martha, a woman who has swum the English
Channel ten times, and the complex relationships
she has with her husband, her children, and her
close friends. The one constant in Martha’s life
is the sea, from her first accidental baptism to her
final crossing of the channel. The sea is an escape
from her responsibilities as a wife and a mother; it
consoles her when she is diagnosed with cancer; and
it comforts her when her husband’s mind begins to
unravel.
An intergenerational saga spanning six decades,
The Last Wave is a wholly authentic portrait of
a family buffeted by illness, intolerance, anger,
failure, and regret. Gillian Best is a mature,
accomplished, and compelling new voice in fiction.

FICTION / Literary
978-1-4870-0293-0
5.25 x 8 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $22.95
978-1-4870-0294-7
ePub • $18.95
BISAC: FIC019000
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GILLIAN BEST is a writer,
swimmer, and seaside enthusiast.
She won the Bronwen Wallace
Award for Short Fiction and was
a finalist for the Bridport Prize
International Creative Writing
Competition and Wasafiri’s
New Writing Prize. She was also longlisted for the
WriteIdea Short Story Prize. She has studied at York
University, University College Falmouth, and the
University of Glasgow. Originally from Waterloo,
Canada, she now lives in Bristol, U.K.

EXCERPT
I leaned forward but I was at an awkward height:
too short to see over the top of the railing but tall
enough that the second railing blocked my view,
so I crouched down on all fours and wiggled my
way nearer the edge while keeping my eyes fixed
on the currents below. I wondered if my father or
his friends knew about this and whether or not they
could provide more in the way of factual information. I wanted to know what it felt like to run my
hands across the surface of the water where it bubbled up, to know what the currents might feel like
against my body, but there was little chance of that,
as I couldn’t swim.
I crawled forward, my bare bruised knees tender
against the splintering old wood. I heard my father
calling for me and didn’t realize how much time had
passed but maybe he had caught something already,
which would mean he would be in high spirits. I sat
up quickly and the back of my head crashed into the
metal railing. My hand flew out behind me to push
the bar away on instinct and as I did that, I lost my
balance.
It happened in slow motion as I remember
it. When I played it back in my mind that night,
tucked up in my bed, it felt as though there should
have been plenty of time for me to grab onto something to keep myself safe and that I ought to have
been able to keep myself dry.
But I didn’t manage it. That was the first day I
got wet.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity coverage
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
gillian-best.com
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September

ONCE MORE WITH FEELING
MÉIRA COOK

From award-winning author Méira Cook comes a novel exploring the
intricacies and interconnected lives of one community in a small and
colourful prairie city.

After twenty years

Max Binder is
still in love with his fiery wife, Maggie, and is determined to get her the perfect birthday gift. Their
sons, Sams and Lazar, are caught up in the consequences of their parents’ eccentricities while living
their own willful and unruly teenage lives.
In a city bisected by railway lines and rivers,
Max Binder, suddenly shot through with loss, wanders the boulevards and back alleys. He sees others
haunted by loss: family and friends, the worker at a
downtown soup kitchen who recognizes a kindred
spirit amongst the homeless, the two aging spinsters who see the fleeting ghosts of missing children
from their neighbourhood everywhere. In this year
of transformation and upheaval, Max finally hears,
and empathizes with, a communal voice of mothers all worrying for the future of their children in
the discomfiting world they all inhabit: this city of
weather, memory, amnesia, longing, and belonging.
Set over the course of a single year in a western
prairie city, Once More With Feeling tells the story
of a community through intersecting moments and
interconnected lives. Award-winning author Méira
Cook has crafted a haunting, profound novel that
is at once funny, affecting, and yes, full of feeling.

FICTION / Literary
978-1-4870-0296-1
5.25 x 8 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $22.95
978-1-4870-0297-8
ePub • $18.95
BISAC: FIC019000
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MÉIRA COOK is the award-

EXCERPT

winning author of the novels
The House on Sugarbush Road,
which won the McNally Robinson Book of the Year Award,
and Nightwatching, which won
the Margaret Laurence Award
for Fiction. She has also published five poetry collections, most recently Monologue Dogs, which was
shortlisted for the 2016 Lansdowne Prize for Poetry and for the 2016 McNally Robinson Book of the
Year Award. She won the CBC Poetry Prize in 2007
and the inaugural Walrus Poetry Prize in 2012. In
2011 she served as Writer in Residence at the University of Manitoba’s Centre for Creative Writing
and Oral Culture, and was the 2013–14 Writer in
Residence at the Winnipeg Public Library. Born
and raised in Johannesburg, South Africa, she now
lives in Winnipeg.

From “Pizza Chicken Dentist”
Down at the Mission folks were idling on the sidewalk, smoking and waiting for the metal shutters at
the kitchen counter to clatter up so that lunch could
finally be served. “Folks,” was what Miss Leonard called the men spinning on their worn-down
rubber heels in the weak iodine sunlight of early
spring. Miss Leonard volunteered all her free time
to the Mission and consequently had a proprietary
attitude. She called everyone folks: the old timers
sipping coffee and playing checkers in the dining
room, the born-agains who came for breakfast
and stayed for Christ, the teenage boys with their
wire hanger shoulder blades angling through their
“Born to Rock” T-shirts.
Sometimes a woman would sidle or shuffle
or strut into the Mission, her gait keeping pace
with her disposition; the coin tosses of bravado or
despondency that saw her through her days. Singly,
or in spindly little groups, the women would wait
in line at the lunch counter, their hunger for food
or companionship rendering them bold. And they
were folks, too.
“Heavens, child, I’m glad we’re not waiting for
you to make any big announcements,” said Miss
Leonard when Annunciata came into the kitchen
shrugging off her jacket and tying an apron around
her waist. She meant the miracle of the Lord’s birth
which, if she was an angel, Annunciata would have
been in charge of. Sometimes Miss Leonard said,
“Hallelujah, young lady!” and sometimes just,
“Hurry, you!” but it was always to do with Annunciata being half a minute behindhand and two thousand years too late.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Author tour
National publicity coverage
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Festival appearances
ARCs available
Co-op available
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Month

TITLE
RECENT PRAISE FOR
TITLE
Subtitle
Subtitle

BESTSELLING ANANSI FICTION

AUTHOR NAME

AUTHOR NAME
Lead quote — credit

SCOTIABANK
GILLER PRIZE
FINALIST

NATIONAL
BESTSELLER

“This gripping story challenges how we hear women and girls, and dissects
the self-hypnosis and fear that prevent us from speaking disruptive truth.
With subversive precision and solid veracity, Whittall calls into question
pervasive forms of silence and acquiescence.” — Scotiabank Giller Prize
Jury
978-1-77089-942-1

978-1-77089-943-8

Trade paperback • $22.95

ePub • $18.95

ROGERS WRITE
RS’
TRUST FICTION
PRIZE FINALIST
GOVERNOR GEN
ERAL’S
LITERARY AWAR
D
FINALIST

CBC CANADA
READS FINALIST

NATIONAL
BESTSELLER

“This masterfully written narrative shifts among the intergenerational
voices of the women of one extended Indigenous family. The Break is a
powerful, persuasive novel about the strength and love that bind these
women to each other and to the men in their lives. Although this is a
novel of social importance, it transcends politics, taking the reader on
a journey to the heart of what it means for one person to care about
another, survive trauma, and endure.” — Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction
Prize Jury
978-1-4870-0111-7
Trade paperback • $22.95

MARKETING NOTES
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978-1-4870-0112-4
ePub • $18.95

ASTORIA
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February

THINGS ARE GOOD NOW
DJAMILA IBRAHIM

Set in East Africa, the Middle East, Canada, and the U.S., Things Are Good
Now examines the weight of the migrant experience on the human psyche.

In these pages, women, men, and children
who’ve crossed continents in search of a better
life find themselves struggling with the chaos of
displacement and the religious and cultural clashes
they face in their new homes. A maid who travelled
to the Middle East lured by the prospect of a wellpaying job is trapped in the Syrian war. A female
ex-freedom fighter immigrates to Canada only to be
relegated to cleaning public washrooms and hospital
sheets. A disillusioned civil servant struggles to
come to grips with his lover’s imminent departure.
A young Muslim Canadian woman who’d married
her way to California to escape her devout family’s
demands realizes she’s made a mistake.
The collection is about remorse and the power
of memory, about the hardships of a post-9/11
reality that labels many as suspicious or dangerous
because of their names or skin colour alone, but it’s
also about hope and friendship and the intricacies of
human relationships. Most importantly, it’s about
the compromises we make to belong.

FICTION / Short Stories (single author)
978-1-4870-0188-9
5.25 x 8 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0190-2
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC029000
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DJAMILA IBRAHIM was born in Addis Ababa,

EXCERPT

Ethiopia, and moved to Canada in 1990. Her stories
have been shortlisted for the University of Toronto’s
Penguin Random House Canada Student Award for
Fiction and Briarpatch Magazine’s creative writing
contest. She was formerly a senior advisor for
Citizenship and Immigration Canada. She lives in
Toronto.

From “Heading Somewhere”
Holding the corner post for balance, Sara climbs
onto the patio chair. She wraps the bedsheet she’s
tied to the ledge like a rope around her arm and
slowly climbs over her employers’ second floor balcony and down to the quiet street below. A metre or
so before her feet touch the ground, she loses her
grip and falls on the asphalt. She gets up quickly,
adjusts the duffle bag on her back and looks up
towards the house. The lights have not been turned
on. She takes a deep breath and searches the dark
street for the ride Ahmed, her employers’ gatekeeper had arranged for her. She spots an old van a
few metres away. Its rear lights flash twice as agreed
upon. She walks towards it as fast as she can without
running.
“Get in the back,” the driver says from the halfopen window before Sara has a chance to make eye
contact.
“Cover yourself with that blanket and keep your
head down,” he orders with a rushed voice.
Panic takes over as she slides the van door shut.
What if this is a trap? She trusts Ahmed. He didn’t
let her out of the compound alone for fear of losing
his job but he was nice to her. And he has delivered
on the promise of finding her someone who, for a
fee, would help her. But this man on the other hand
could be taking her to the police station instead of
the outskirts of Damascus where she’s supposed
to meet someone who will take her to Beirut. She
shakes the distressing thought away. There is nothing she can do now but hope for the best.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Author tour
National publicity coverage
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Goodreads giveaway
Festival appearances
ARCs available
Co-op available
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RECENT PRAISE FOR
ASTORIA

978-1-4870-0127-8
Trade paperback •
$19.95
978-1-4870-0129-2
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0146-9
Trade paperback •
$19.95
978-1-4870-0147-6
ePub • $16.95

“Playful, pissed off, and ferociously funny, Leanne
Simpson writes irresistible love stories in the jaws
of genocide. A genius shape-shifter and defiant
genre-detonator, there is quite simply no one like
her.” — Naomi Klein, author of This Changes Everything and The Shock Doctrine

“Cary Fagan has a real ear for dialogue and a way
of making each perfectly formed vignette surprising, whether that’s taking a surreal turn in ‘We
Have to Be Careful,’ introducing the macabre in
‘Who I’ve Come For,’ or quietly breaking my heart,
in ‘Where We Are Now.’” — Claire Fuller, author of
Swimming Lessons

978-1-4870-0143-8
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0144-5
ePub • $16.95
“Whether they are flipping over in a car or are at a Deep Purple concert, the
characters in Barrelling Forward have no intention of accepting their narrative.
Each page is filled with the mundane, steeped in awe. And underneath it all lies
a strange rage. Eva Crocker is a bright new misfit in CanLit.” — Heather O’Neill,
author of Lullabies for Little Criminals and The Lonely Hearts Hotel

30

31

AVAILABLE

978-1-4870-0149-0
Trade paperback • $29.95
978-1-4870-0151-3
pdf • $24.95
The definitive collected poetry of literary icon
and House of Anansi founder Dennis Lee. From
nursery rhymes and skipping songs to uncompromising moral introspection to full-tilt love
songs, plangent psalms, and ecstatic, solitary
prayer, this is a one-of-a-kind collection.

978-1-4870-0090-5
Trade paperback •
$19.95
978-1-4870-0092-9
pdf • $16.95

978-1-4870-0186-5
Trade paperback •
$19.95
978-1-4870-0187-2
pdf • $16.95

A sustained, confessional new collection of poems
by Lynn Crosbie. It tells the story of her father’s
battle with frontotemporal dementia and blindness, following a stroke. The poems chronologically
recount the poet’s conversations and time with her
father, and capture his still-astonishing means of
communicating.

Award-winning poet Kevin Connolly’s new collection extends its author’s investigation of identity,
authority, intention, and authenticity. Through
revision, redaction, ventriloquism, homage, selfsabotage, and outright plunder, the poems in
Xiphoid Process interrogate the alleged futility
and alleged insight of mid-life.
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July

GLORIOUS & FREE
KIM BOZAK AND RITA FIELD-MARSHAM
FOREWORD BY YANN MARTEL
We are more than just landscapes, polar bears, Mounties, and canoes. More
than just “thank yous,” “sorrys,” hot prime ministers, and donut shops. We are
Canadian. We are whoever we dream ourselves to be. Meet the glorious and free.

In their book Glorious & Free, authors
and creative directors Kim Bozak and Rita FieldMarsham are redefining how Canadians see
themselves by shining a light on thirty-three
daring individuals who, through the way they lead
their lives, are revealing the most beautiful thing
about this country: that here individuals are free
to be whoever they dream themselves to be so long
as they are courageous enough to embrace it. And
when each one of us is free to live to the fullest
expression of ourselves, the result is an intricately
beautiful and ever-changing kaleidoscope that is
glorious and free. Told through a series of intimate
interviews, illustrations and photographs, Glorious
& Free is an inspirational, artistic and enduring
vehicle to celebrate this new Canadian identity. It’s
a timely and more fulfilling image of who we are
today, and who we can be tomorrow.

PHOTOGRAPHY / Subjects & Themes / Regional
978-1-4870-0352-4
8 x 11 • 360 pages
Hardcover • $50.00
Black-and-white illustrations throughout
978-1-4870-0353-1
ePub • $26.95
BISAC: PHO019000
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KIM

BOZAK

is originally from Regina,
Saskatchewan. She is active in numerous art and
social causes. A former co-chair of the Canadian
Art Foundation, she currently serves on the board
of the National Arts Centre and is also a member
of the Sotheby’s Advisory Board. Kim was also part
of the group that helped bring Volt Hockey — a
version of the sport that enables kids with physical
disabilities to play by using a specially designed
chair — to Canada.

RITA FIELD-MARSHAM is a Dutch-Kenyan

When asked his age, Scotty Sussman says,
“Timeless.” When asked what a standard workday
looks like for him, he says, “Working hard is not
about sitting at a desk and having a product.
It’s about getting up out of your bed, picking
a place on the dartboard and throwing a dart,
and hopefully it lands somewhere.” When asked
what inspired the gap tooth that has become
an iconic part of his look, he responds, “I had to
do everything I could not to look like the photo
on my ID.”

London, UK

The Full
Fantasy

Timeless

Artist

new Canadian and former prosecutor and public
defender in Kenya. After moving to Toronto in
Scotty
2004, she founded Kenya’s first turnkey school
Sussman
library model and has now built twenty-seven
libraries. She is currently in the process of drafting
new legislation with the Kenya Law Reform
Commission to ensure that all school-aged children
have access to libraries and the knowledge they
need to shape their future.
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Goodreads giveaway
Co-op available

Katherena is also in a pretty great metaphorica
place right now. Her first book, the poetry
collection North End Love Songs, won the
Governor General’s Award. She followed that
up with a novel, The Break, and then a Nation
Film Board documentary she co-wrote and co
directed entitled this river is a woman. The rive
in question is Winnipeg’s Red River, a historic
meeting place for Indigenous and European
traders. Katherena, whose family’s Metis root
in the city go back to its founding, lives with h
two daughters in a house she bought three yea
ago close by the Red.

Much of Katherena’s writing is intimately tied
to the community she was raised in—the larg
Indigenous North End of Winnipeg. Both of h
parents encouraged her education; her mom
somewhat prophetically, began reading when
she was pregnant with Katherena. For inspira
Katherena looked to her stepfather, one of th
few people in her family to attend university.
“I remember being really intrigued by all his
textbooks and the research involved in writing
his papers,” she says. “I always wanted a little
bit of that. That’s kind of where a lot of my wo
starts: this base of research, exploring, and
wanting to know more.”

Katherena’s process is evident in this river is
a woman, which engages the ongoing horror
of missing and murdered Indigenous women,
many of whom have eventually been found by
the Red River’s banks. But the troubles of
her home community haven’t kept her from
celebrating the natural beauty and strong hum
connections she finds there. “You get a lot of
flack for being proud of where you’re from
when people don’t think you should be.”
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THREE TIMES A DAY:
SIMPLE AND STYLISH

MARILOU AND ALEXANDRE CHAMPAGNE
“Food is culture, food is nutrition. Food is friendship . . . In this book, food
is a gift.” — Metro

After the extraordinary success
of Three Times a Day, Marilou and Alexandre
Champagne are back with a beautiful second
volume featuring more than 100 brand new recipes
themed around practical categories like Indulgence,
Entertaining, Quick & Easy, Gluten Free, Lactose
Free, Vegetarian, His Choice, and more. Three
Times a Day: Simple and Stylish features over 300
pages of delicious recipes and beautiful colour
photography throughout.

MARKETING NOTES
COOKING/COURSES & DISHES/GENERAL
978-1-4870-0244-2
8.375 x 10.875 • 320 pages
Hardcover • $34.95
Colour photographs throughout
978-1-4870-0245-9
fxl • $24.95
BISAC: CKB101000
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•
•
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National media attention
Major online promotion
Goodreads giveaway
BLADs available
troisfoisparjour.com
Instagram/Twitter: @mariloubiz

MARILOU and ALEXANDRE CHAMPAGNE
are the husband-and-wife team behind Three Times a
Day, which emerged from their hugely popular blog,
Trois fois par jour. Marilou, a French-Canadian pop
singer, wrote all the recipes and Alexandre, a photographer, took the photos. They live in Boucherville,
Quebec.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THREE TIMES A DAY
Marilou and Alexandre Champagne
978-1-4870-0035-6
Hardcover • $34.95
978-1-4870-0036-3
fxl • $24.95

OVER 200,000 COPIES OF THREE TIMES A DAY SOLD
IN QUEBEC
“Beautiful and homey, comforting in a way that food
should be.”
— National Post
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AUTHENTICITY

A Guide to Living in Harmony with Your True Self

DR. DAVID POSEN, MD
From Dr. David Posen, the bestselling author of Is Work Killing You? comes
a book about listening to your body, understanding your mind, and making
better choices in your life.

For over thirty

years, Dr. David Posen
has counselled patients suffering from severe stress,
anxiety, and depression. Over that time, he noticed
a pattern. As our lives have become faster and
increasingly fragmented, many of us have become
disconnected from our true selves. We’ve become
round pegs trying to fit into square holes. And
when we try to be what we’re not, the result isn’t
surprising: we become unhappy, burnt-out, and in
extreme cases, depressed.
Using a holistic approach that encompasses
physiology, psychology, and philosophy, Authenticity
teaches readers to identify, acknowledge, and accept
their true selves in order to make better, more
informed, and realistic life choices. Drawing on
real-life examples from his experience in stress
management, Dr. Posen has identified five common
sources of anxiety and unhappiness: personality
type, relation to time, sleep patterns, passions,
and values. For each of these areas, the solution is
surprisingly simple. We must learn to live in a way
that is authentic and true to ourselves; we must live
in harmony with who we truly are.

SELF-HELP / Self-Management /
Stress Management
978-1-4870-0277-0
5.5 x 8.5 • 288 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
Black-and-white illustrations throughout
978-1-4870-0278-7
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: SEL024000
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DAVID POSEN, MD, is a physician, popular

ALSO AVAILABLE

speaker, and the bestselling author of Is Work
Killing You? and The Little Book of Stress Relief,
which has sold more than 50,000 copies and has
been translated into five languages. His previous
books also include Staying Afloat, When the Water
Gets Rough and the classic, Always Change a Losing
Game. His writing has appeared in Canadian Living,
Reader’s Digest, Men’s Health, USA Weekend, and his
TV and radio appearances have aired throughout
North America. He lives in Oakville, Ontario.

IS WORK KILLING YOU?
Dr. David Posen, MD
978-1-77089-275-0
Trade paperback • $18.95
978-1-77089-276-7
ePub • $16.95

“Solid advice for anyone who wants to transform their
current workplace, or is looking for new employment.”
— Winnipeg Free Press
“Posen makes a sound, compelling case for active stress
reduction at work.” — Publishers Weekly
“Posen makes many good points for employees and
business owners alike. . . This is one of those books
that could potentially benefit anyone who works for a
living, and I’m excited to finally see this topic tackled.”
— Inside Business

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Author tour
National publicity coverage
Outreach to prominent self-help influencers
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Festival appearances
ARCs available
Co-op available
davidposen.com
Twitter: drdavidposen
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PRAISE FOR AMBROSIA

978-1-4870-0063-9
Hardcover
$29.95

978-1-4870-0189-6
Trade paperback
$16.95
“Harrison’s drawing style is more freeform than finicky, and her linework has an appealing vulnerability.”
— Maclean’s

978-1-4870-0036-3
ePub • $16.95
“The book is a surprisingly fun take on the ‘us
versus them’ Paris expat experience, and demonstrates that good lingerie — don’t ever call it
underwear — is part of the cultivation of the sensual that is essential to the French art of living.”
— Elle Canada

NATIONAL
BESTSELLER
#1 NEW YORK

TIMES
BESTSELLER

978-1-77089-465-5
Hardcover
$32.95
978-1-77089-466-2
ePub • $24.95
“I love Thug Kitchen’s cooking. Their message is simple — stop
relying on the microwave, stop relying on processed crap.
Whoever you are and wherever you are, get down to the markets and supermarkets, use your budget to pick up some fresh
ingredients, and get cooking.” — Jamie Oliver
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January

THE IMAM OF TAWI-TAWI
IAN HAMILTON

In the eleventh installment of the bestselling and Arthur Ellis Award–
winning Ava Lee series, Ava uncovers an international terrorism conspiracy
rooted in a college in Tawi-Tawi.

Ava has spent

two nights luxuriating in a
hotel in Yunnan Province with the actress Pang Fai,
with whom she has begun a secret relationship. She
receives an urgent phone call from Chang Wang,
the right hand to the billionaire Tommy Ordonez
and one of Uncle’s oldest friends. Years ago, Ava and
Uncle helped Tommy recover $50 million in a land
swindle.
Uncle Chang asks Ava to fly to Manila to meet
with his friend, Senator Miguel Ramirez. Ramirez
asks Ava to investigate a college in Tawi-Tawi, an
island province in the Philippines, which he suspects
is training terrorists. Ava’s investigation leads to a
partnership with a CIA agent, and together they
attempt to stop an international plot, horrific in size
and scope. Ava’s judgement and morals — which
Uncle helped her forge — are tested like never
before

IAN HAMILTON is the author of the Ava
Lee series. The books have been shortlisted for
numerous prizes, including the Arthur Ellis Award,
the Barry Award, and the Lambda Literary Prize,
and are national bestsellers. The Water Rat of
Wanchai was the winner of the Arthur Ellis Award
for Best First Novel and was named a best book of
the year by Amazon.ca, the Toronto Star, and Quill
& Quire. BBC Culture named Hamilton one of
the ten mystery/crime writers from the last thirty
years that should be on your bookshelf. The series
is being adapted for television.

FICTION/Mystery & Detective/Women Sleuths
978-1-4870-0274-9
5.25 x 8 • 400 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0275-6
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC022040
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FEATURING THE BESTSELLING
AVA LEE SERIES BY IAN HAMILTON
THE WATER RAT OF WANCHAI + THE
DRAGON HEAD OF HONG KONG:

THE TWO SISTERS OF BORNEO

THE AVA LEE PREQUEL

Trade paperback $19.95

978-1-77089-244-6

978-1-77089-811-0
Trade paperback $19.95

THE DISCIPLE OF LAS VEGAS

THE KING OF SHANGHAI

978-0-88784-252-8

978-1-77089-246-0

Trade paperback $19.95

Trade paperback $19.95

THE WILD BEASTS OF WUHAN

THE PRINCELING OF NANJING

978-0-88784-253-5

978-1-77089-953-7

Trade paperback $19.95

Trade paperback $19.95

THE RED POLE OF MACAU

THE COUTURIER OF MILAN

978-0-88784-254-2

978-1-77089-956-8

Trade paperback $19.95

Trade paperback $19.95

THE SCOTTISH BANKER OF

ALL OF THE AVA LEE NOVELS ARE AVAILABLE
AS E-BOOKS

SURABAYA

978-1-77089-234-7
Trade paperback $19.95
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EIGHTEEN BELOW

STEFAN AHNHEM
TRANSLATED BY RACHEL WILLSON-BROYLES
Gritty and chilling, Eighteen Below is the third stand-alone thriller in the
internationally bestselling Fabian Risk series.

A high-speed chase ends in tragedy
when a car crashes into Helsingborg harbour.
In the front seat is one of Sweden’s most affluent
IT entrepreneurs. Initially all signs point to an
accident, but a closer examination of the body
shows that it has been frozen. Stranger yet is the
time of death: two months before the crash.
Two years have passed since the events of Victim
Without a Face. Fabian Risk has taken advantage
of the quiet at work to focus on patching things
up with his family, while across the strait Dunja
Hougaard has donned the uniform of a regular
police officer once more. When a homeless man is
brutally beaten to death, Dunja can’t stop herself
from starting an investigation of her own. Before
long the clues take her to Sweden and Helsingborg,
where Risk is investigating the peculiar case of the
frozen millionaire.
Gritty and chilling, Eighteen Below is the third
stand-alone thriller in the internationally bestselling
Fabian Risk series.
PRAISE FOR STEFAN AHNHEM AND
EIGHTEEN BELOW

FICTION / Mystery & Detective/
International Mystery & Crime
978-1-77089-919-3
5.5 x 8.5 • 544 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95

“Timeless, original crime fiction.” — Gong, Germany
“Compelling!” — SUPERillu, Germany
“Ice-cold thrills” — Allgemeine Zeitung
der Lüneburger Heide, Germany

978-1-77089-920-9
ePub • $16.95

“Thrilling to the very end!”
— Braunschweiger Zeitung, Germany

BISAC: FIC022080
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STEFAN AHNHEM is the

ALSO AVAILABLE

bestselling author of the Fabian
Risk series. He is an established
screenwriter for both TV and
film and has worked on a variety
of projects, including adaptations
of Henning Mankell’s Kurt
Wallander series. He also serves on the board of the
Swedish Writers Guild. He lives in Stockholm.

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLERS
THE FABIAN RISK SERIES IS NOW PUBLISHED IN
19 TERRITORIES
THE NINTH GRAVE
978-1-77089-916-2
Trade paperback • $19.95

RACHEL WILLSON-BROYLES is an American

978-1-77089-917-9 ePub • $16.95

translator specializing in literature. She has a Ph.D.
in Scandinavian Studies from the University of
Wisconsin–Madison and recently translated The
Girl Who Saved the King of Sweden by Jonas Jonasson,
Room No. 10 by Åke Edwardson, and Victim Without
a Face by Stefan Ahnhem. She lives in Madison,
Wisconsin.

“Ahnhem’s story is as bleak as the depths of a Nordic
winter, as gory as a charnel house, and as far removed
from the concept of Scandinavian hygge comfort as
can be imagined, but still grips like a vice.” — Irish
Independent
VICTIM WITHOUT A FACE
978-1-77089-913-1 Trade paperback •
$19.95
978-1-77089-914-8 ePub • $16.95

CRIMETIME NOVEL OF THE YEAR

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“It’s clear from the opening that Ahnhem knows how
to take the reader away . . . A truly auspicious debut.”
— Globe and Mail

Review attention
Mystery blogger outreach
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
Facebook: ahnhem.stefan
Twitter: @StefanAhnhem
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October

FEAR

DIRK KURBJUWEIT
TRANSLATED BY IMOGEN TAYLOR
“Fear shifts our moral codes. It makes us sympathetic to violent revenge, accessories to
murder. Do we want the victim to survive? No, we don’t. Long after I had put this book
down I still didn’t. A great achievement.” — Herman Koch, author of The Dinner
How far would you go to protect your family?

Randolph Tiefenthaler leads
a normal life. He has an attractive, intelligent wife
and two children, enjoys modest success as an
architect, and has just moved into a beautiful old
building in a respectable part of Berlin. Life seems
perfect — until he meets the man living in the
apartment downstairs.
Dieter Tiberius is friendly at first, if a little
odd, but his behaviour quickly becomes distressing
when erotic letters addressed to Randolph’s wife
are discovered on their doorstep. As Dieter’s
campaign of harassment intensifies, Randolph
struggles with his own uncertainty — pondering
fundamental questions about masculinity, violence,
and the rule of law — and his reliability is slowly
but irrevocably called into doubt. The result is an
unsettling meditation on middle-class privilege and
a sophisticated work of psychological suspense.

FICTION / Thrillers / Psychological
978-1-4870-0283-1
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0284-8
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC031080
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DIRK KURBJUWEIT is deputy editor-in-chief at

PRAISE FOR DIRK KURBJUWEIT AND
FEAR:

Der Spiegel, where he has worked since 1999. He has
received numerous awards for his writing, including
the Egon Erwin Kisch Prize for journalism, and
is the author of seven critically acclaimed novels,
many of which, including Fear, have been adapted
for film, television, and radio in Germany. Fear is
the first of his works to be translated into English.
He divides his time between Berlin and Hamburg.

“Dirk Kurbjuweit exposes the evil lurking just
below the surface of civilized life.”
— Stern
“A subtle and engrossing psychological thriller that
gives an intelligent, carefully considered response
to the question of how much our liberal values are
worth when we feel our lives are threatened.”
— Brigitte

IMOGEN TAYLOR is a Berlin-based literary
translator. She recently translated Truth and Other
Lies by Sascha Arango and The Trap by Melanie
Raabe.

“High-voltage and multi-layered.”
— Frankfurter Neue Presse
“Fear forces us to see just how thin the delicate
veneer of civilization really is, and thus confirms it:
any one of us can become a murderer.”
— Der Tagesspiegel
“Gripping, suspenseful, and unbelievably dark.”
— Welt

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity coverage
Outreach to prominent mystery influencers
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
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Available:

WOMEN WHO SLAY

978-1-4870-0235-0
Trade paperback • $19.95

978-1-4870-0102-5
Trade paperback • $19.95

978-1-4870-0236-7
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0103-2
ePub • $16.95

“Lundrigan’s her own writer, with her own unique style, and
a great Newfoundland novelist everyone in the country
should know.” — National Post

“Clever, devilish and readable throughout.”
— Toronto Star

978-1-4870-0077-6
Trade paperback • $19.95

978-1-4870-0023-3
Trade paperback • $19.95

978-1-4870-0078-3
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0024-0
ePub • $16.95

“A fast-paced and captivating debut, The Trap is a breathstopper from start to finish.” — NOW Magazine

“Elena Forbes [is] a master at complex plots . . . You
won’t put this one down until the final page.”
— Globe and Mail
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Now Available

HUNTING HOUSES
FANNY BRITT

TRANSLATED BY SUSAN OURIOU AND CHRISTELLE MORELLI
Tessa is a real estate agent who adores her family, but she is deeply
unhappy and questioning her choices. As the day of a long-awaited
meeting with her ex-boyfriend draws closer, Tessa has to decide if she is
willing to disrupt her loving family life for an uncertain future.

FANNY BRITT is a playwright, author, and translator. She has written a dozen
plays and translated more than fifteen. Jane, the Fox and Me, her first graphic
novel, won a Governor General’s Literary Award and a Libris Award, and was on
the New York Times Best Illustrated Books list.
978-1-4870-0238-1
Trade paperback
with flaps • $22.95
978-1-4870-0239-8
ePub • $18.95

SUSAN OURIOU is an award-winning writer and literary translator working
from French and Spanish into English. She has won the Governor General’s
Literary Award for Translation and been part of the Banff International Literary
Translation Centre since its creation.
CHRISTELLE MORELLI is a literary translator and French immersion
teacher. She now makes her home with her family in Western Canada.

Now Available

THE LONGEST YEAR
DANIEL GRENIER

TRANSLATED BY PABLO STRAUSS
“Grenier’s prose is tough, vibrant, and occasionally bloody, with a wit — and
a grace — that recalls George Saunders or Rachel Kushner.”
— Sean Michaels, Scotiabank Giller Prize–winning author

Spanning three centuries and set against the backdrop of the
Appalachians from Quebec to Tennessee, The Longest Year is a magical and poignant story about family history, fateful dates, fragile destinies, and lives brutally ended and mysteriously extended.

DANIEL GRENIER was born in Brossard, Quebec, in 1980. The Longest Year,
978-1-4870-0153-7

his first novel, won the Prix littéraire des collégiens and was a finalist for the
Governor General’s Literary Award for French Fiction, the Prix des libraires,
with flaps • $22.95 and the Prix littéraire France-Québec. He lives in Quebec City.
Trade paperback

978-1-4870-0154-4
ePub • $18.95

PABLO STRAUSS is a translator living in Quebec City.
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Month
August

MANUAL
TITLE FOR DRAFT-AGE IMMIGRANTS
Subtitle
TO CANADA
AUTHOR
NAME
MARK
SATIN

INTRODUCTION BY JAMES LAXER

Back in
Lead
quote
print—for
credit
the first time since 1971, Manual for Draft-Age Immigrants
to Canada has once again become relevant in a time of major political
upheaval in the United States of America.

First published in

1968 by House of Anansi Press,
the Manual for Draft-Age Immigrants to Canada was a handbook
for Americans who refused to serve as draftees in the Vietnam
War and were considering immigrating to Canada. Conceived
as a practical guide with information on the process, the Manual
also features information on aspects of Canadian society,
touching on topics like history, politics, culture, geography and
climate, jobs, housing, and universities.
The Manual went through several editions from 1968–71.
Today, as Americans are taking up the discussion of immigration
to Canada once again, it is an invaluable record of a moment in
our recent history.

MARK SATIN is an American political theorist, author,
and newsletter publisher. After emigrating to Canada in 1967,
at the age of twenty, Satin co-founded the Toronto AntiDraft Programme, which helped bring American Vietnam
War resisters to Canada. He wrote the Manual for Draft-Age
Immigrants to Canada in 1968, which had an estimated print run
of 100,000 copies. Satin is also the author of New Age Politics:
Healing Self and Society, and the political newsletters New
Options and Radical Middle. His most recent book is New Age
Politics: Our Only Real Alternative (40th Anniversary Edition).

SOCIAL SCIENCE / Emigration &
Immigration
978-1-4870-0289-3
5.5 x 8.5 • 104 pages
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0290-9
ePub • $14.95
BISAC: SOC007000

MARKETING NOTES
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August

PASSING CEREMONY
HELEN WEINZWEIG

INTRODUCTION BY JAMES POLK

From the award-winning author of Basic Black With Pearls.
A wedding reception becomes a gothic dream in which the bride, groom,
and guests struggle with obsessions, fantasies, and the constant failure of
love. The bride is not all she seems and there is something ambiguous about
the groom — and about everyone else at the surreal and strangely moving
wedding.
FICTION / Literary
5.5 x 8.5 • 128 pages
978-1-4870-0260-2
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0261-9
ePub • $14.95

HELEN WEINZWEIG is the author of the novels Passing Ceremony and
Basic Black with Pearls, winner of the Toronto Book Award. Her short story
collection, A View from the Roof, was shortlisted for the Governor General’s
Literary Award for Fiction. Helen Weinzweig died in Toronto in 2010.

august

MERMAIDS AND IKONS
GWENDOLYN MacEWEN

INTRODUCTION BY ROSEMARY SULLIVAN

In her first work of nonfiction, Mermaids and Ikons: A Greek Summer,
originally published in 1978, beloved poet and novelist Gwendolyn MacEwen
explores her strongly personal responses to a complex civilization. Partly
written during a trip to Greece in 1971, MacEwen moves from the urban
tumult of Athens to the radiant simplicity of an island in the Aegean.

GWENDOLYN MACEWEN was born in Toronto in 1941. Her numerous
BIOGRAPHY
& AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Personal Memoirs
5.5 x 8.5 • 120 pages
978-1-4870-0263-3
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0264-0
ePub • $14.95

books of poetry include The Shadow Maker and Afterworlds, which both
won the Governor General’s Literary Award for Poetry. She also published
novels, plays, travel memoirs, and children’s books. MacEwen died in 1987.
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THE BUSH GARDEN

Essays on the Canadian Imagination

NORTHROP FRYE

INTRODUCTION BY LISA MOORE
Northrop Frye
The Bush Garden

Essays on the Canadian Imagination
Introduction by Lisa Moore

In this cogent collection of essays written between 1943 and 1969, formidable literary critic and theorist Northrop Frye explores the Canadian imagination through the lens of the country’s artistic output: prose, poetry, and
paintings. These essays are evidence of Frye’s brilliance, and cemented his
reputation as Canada’s — and the world’s — foremost literary critic.

NORTHROP FRYE was one of the most distinguished and respected
LITERARY CRITICISM /
Canadian
5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages
978-1-4870-0266-4
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0267-1
ePub • $14.95

authorities on English literature. He was Principal and Chancellor of Victoria College, University of Toronto, and a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Canada.

August

MADE FOR HAPPINESS

Discovering the Meaning of Life with Aristotle
JEAN VANIER
TRANSLATED BY KATHRYN SPINK
INTRODUCTION BY IAN BROWN
Made for Happiness follows the links between psychology, spirituality, and
morality. The combination of these paths to knowledge and wisdom gives
meaning to our lives and allows us to make the best use of our freedom on
our way to happiness.
Lucidly written, Made for Happiness links classical thought to contemporary challenges, and nourishes the heart and mind.

PHILOSOPHY / General
5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages
978-1-4870-0257-2
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0258-9
ePub • $14.95

JEAN VANIER is the son of former governor general Georges Vanier,
and founder of L’Arche, an international network of communities for people
with developmental disabilities. He lives in Trosly-Breuil, France.
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Now Available

HARD CORE LOGO
Portrait of a Thousand Punks

NICK CRAINE

INTRODUCTION BY LYNN CROSBIE
The 20th anniversary edition of Nick Craine’s searing graphic novel about a
legendary Canadian punk band, based on the feature film by Bruce McDonald and the novel by Michael Turner.

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
/ Adaptations
978-1-4870-0192-6
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0193-3
ePub • $16.95

NICK CRAINE is a painter, animation artist, illustrator, and musician from
Guelph, Ontario. His illustrations have appeared in the Atlantic Monthly, the
New York Times, and the Washington Post. Portrait of a Thousand Punks: Hard
Core Logo, originally published in 1997, was his second film adaptation; his
first of Bruce McDonald’s Dance Me Outside was highly acclaimed by both
critics and illustrators.

Now Available

THE BIG WHY
MICHAEL WINTER

INTRODUCTION BY PATRICK DEWITT

In this fictionalized memoir, Michael Winter explores the life of Rockwell
Kent, an artist who was not fully understood or accepted in his time and
place. Funny, surprising, and thoroughly honest about our desires and contradictions, The Big Why bares all.

FICTION / Literary
978-1-4870-0165-0
Trade paperback • $14.95
978-1-4870-0166-7
ePub • $14.95

MICHAEL WINTER is the acclaimed author of many works of fiction,
including The Big Why, winner of the Drummer General’s Award and
a finalist for the Trillium Book Award; This All Happened, winner of the
Winterset Award and nominated for the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction
Prize; and more recently Minister Without Portfolio, which was named a 2016
CBC Canada Reads Selection. He divides his time between Toronto and
St. John’s.
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Available

A LIST

978-1-4870-0124-7
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-4870-0047-9
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-855-4
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-4870-0133-9
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-814-1
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-832-5
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-4870-0125-4
ePub • $14.95

978-1-4870-0048-6
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-856-1
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-065-7
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-816-5
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-293-4
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-831-8
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-833-2
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-252-1
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-374-0
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-259-0
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-255-2
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-851-6
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-850-9
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-253-8
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-379-5
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-266-8
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-256-9
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-373-3
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-254-5
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-370-2
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-249-1
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-250-7
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-371-9
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-378-8
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-268-2
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-375-7
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-337-5
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-264-4
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-376-4
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-372-6
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-278-1
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-260-6
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-257-6
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-251-4
Paperback • $14.95

978-1-77089-377-1
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-279-8
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-338-2
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-258-3
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-267-5
ePub • $14.95
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September

NORMA

SOFI OKSANEN
TRANSLATED BY OWEN WITESMAN
From the international bestselling author of Purge and When the Doves Disappeared
comes a spellbinding new novel set in present-day Helsinki about a young woman with
a fantastical secret who is trying to solve the mystery of her mother’s death.

When Anita Naakka jumps in front
of an oncoming train, her daughter, Norma, is left
alone with the secret they have spent their lives hiding: Norma has supernatural hair, sensitive to the
slightest changes in her mood — and the moods of
those around her — moving of its own accord, corkscrewing when danger is near. And so it is her hair
that alerts her, while she talks with a strange man at
her mother’s funeral, that her mother may not have
taken her own life.
Setting out to reconstruct Anita’s final months
— sifting through puzzling cell phone records, bank
statements, video files — Norma begins to realize that
her mother knew more about her hair’s power than
she let on: a sinister truth beyond Norma’s imagining.
As Sofi Oksanen leads us deeper into Norma’s
world, weaving together past and present, she gives us
a dark family drama that is a searing portrait of both
the exploitation of women’s bodies and the extremes
to which people will go for the sake of beauty.

FICTION / Magical Realism
978-1-4870-0174-2
5.625 x 8.25 • 288 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0195-7
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC061000
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SOFI OKSANEN is a Finnish-Estonian novel-

ALSO AVAILABLE

ist and playwright. Her novel Purge won the Prix
Femina and the Nordic Council Literature Prize,
and When the Doves Disappeared was the winner of
the Swedish Academy Nordic Prize and longlisted
for the International Dublin Literary Award. Her
latest novel, Norma, is a #1 bestseller in Finland
and has been shortlisted for the Young Aleksis Literature Prize. She has also received the Budapest
Grand Prize and the European Book Prize. She
lives in Helsinki.

WHEN THE DOVES DISAPPEARED
Sofi Oksanen
978-1-77089-397-9
Trade paperback • $22.95
978-1-77089-398-6
ePub • $16.95

WINNER, SWEDISH ACADEMY NORDIC PRIZE

OWEN WITESMAN is a translator of Finnish and

WINNER, BUDAPEST GRAND PRIZE

Estonian into English. He has translated works by
Finlandia Prize–winning author Kari Hotakainen,
Juhani Aho, and Leena Lehtolainen, among others.
He lives in Utah.

LONGLIST, INTERNATIONAL DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD
A GLOBE AND MAIL TOP 100 BOOK
AN INDEPENDENT BEST TRANSLATED BOOK OF
THE YEAR
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
“Meticulously precise prose . . . This is powerful fiction that stirs history, war crimes, and psychology into
a compelling mix.” — Booklist

MARKETING NOTES

“Fascinating.” — Kirkus Reviews

•
•
•

“Great thriller about a part of the world not wellknown to Western readers. Sofi Oksanen is a writer to
watch.” — Globe and Mail

•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity coverage
National advertising
Outreach to prominent influencers in the
Estonian diaspora
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
sofioksanen.com
Instagram/Twitter: @sofioksanen

“[Sofi Oksanen’s] research and dogged writing bring
to life an era of staggering deprivation — farms gone
fallow, sugar rationed, horses shot, and lines painted up the back of women’s legs to mimic stockings.”
— Toronto Star
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FIRE SERMON
JAMIE QUATRO

From the critically acclaimed author of I Want to Show You More comes
an unflinching and profound portrait of Maggie and Thomas, and their
disintegrating marriage.

Maggie has been

secretly pursuing a
passionate affair, while maintaining the outward
appearance of a most perfect union with her
husband, Thomas. As time goes by, she begins to
question her sense of loyalty and morality, delving
deep into the darkness of desire.
Using an impressive array of narrative techniques,
and written in spare, elegant prose, Jamie Quatro
has skillfully constructed a novel about one woman’s
emotional, psychological, physical, and spiritual
yearnings — unveiling the contradictions and
complexities that exist within us all.

FICTION / Literary
978-1-4870-0299-2
5.25 x 8 • 256 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0300-5
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC019000
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JAMIE QUATRO’s debut collection, I Want To

PRAISE FOR JAMIE QUATRO AND I WANT
TO SHOW YOU MORE

Show You More, was a New York Times Notable Book,
an NPR Best Book of 2013, an Indie Next pick, an
O, The Oprah Magazine summer reading pick, and a
New York Times Editors’ Choice. The collection was
named a Top Ten Book of 2013 by Dwight Garner
in the New York Times, a Favorite Book of 2013 by
James Wood in The New Yorker, and it was a finalist
for the Los Angeles Times Art Seidenbaum Award
for First Fiction, the Georgia Townsend Fiction
Prize, and the National Book Critics Circle John
Leonard Prize. Quatro lives with her husband and
four children in Lookout Mountain, Georgia.

FINALIST, NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE JOHN
LEONARD PRIZE
FINALIST, LOS ANGELES TIMES ART SEIDENBAUM
AWARD FOR FIRST FICTION
FINALIST, GEORGIA TOWNSEND FICTION PRIZE
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
A NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE
A NEW YORK TIMES TOP TEN BOOK (CHOSEN BY
DWIGHT GARNER)
A FAVOURITE BOOK OF 2013 BY JAMES WOOD OF THE

NEW YORKER
AN NPR BEST BOOK

O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE SUMMER READING PICK
AN INDIE NEXT PICK
“Strange, thrilling, and disarmingly honest.”
— New York Times Book Review
“Quatro’s stories [have] led some to compare
her work to that of Walker Percy and Flannery
O’Connor . . . There’s so much in these stories that’s
shocking. Yet there’s so much solace.”
— New York Times

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity coverage
National advertising
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
jamiequatro.com
Twitter: @jamiequatro

“The best stories in Jamie Quatro’s first collection
. . . are about adultery. They are passionate, sensuous,
savagely intense, and remarkable for their brave
dualism.”
— James Wood, The New Yorker
“[Quatro’s] is the consummate prose that doesn’t
call attention to itself with verbosity or sparsity.
Her descriptions are simple, selective and always hit
their mark.” — Los Angeles Review of Books
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September

FEVER

DEON MEYER
TRANSLATED BY K. L. SEEGERS
Set in the rugged South African wasteland, Fever is an epic story of survival
and betrayal for fans of Station Eleven and The Road.

Nico Storm and his father Willem drive
a truck through a desolate land. They are among
the few in South Africa to have survived a devastating virus that has wiped out over 90 percent of the
world’s population.
Willem, a thinker and a leader, has a vision for
a new community rebuilt from the ruins of the
old world. And so Amanzi is formed of a disparate
group of survivors: there’s Melinda Swanevelder,
rescued from brutal thugs; Hennie Flaai, with his
vital Cessna plane; Beryl Fortuin, with her ragtag
group of orphans; and Domingo, the man with the
tattooed hand. And then there is Sofia Bergman,
the most beautiful girl that Nico has ever seen.
As the community grows, so do the challenges
it must face — not just from external attacks, but
also from within. Nico’s strength and loyalty will
be tested as he undergoes an extraordinary rite of
passage in this dangerous new world.

FICTION / Dystopian
978-1-4870-0307-4
6 x 9 • 544 pages
Trade paperback • $22.95
978-1-4870-0308-1
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC055000
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DEON MEYER’S books have attracted worldwide

PRAISE FOR DEON MEYER

critical acclaim and a growing international fanbase.
Originally written in Afrikaans, his novels have
been translated into twenty-eight languages and
have won literary prizes in South Africa, France,
Sweden, Germany, and the Netherlands. Born in
the South African town of Paarl in the winelands
of the Western Cape, he now lives near Cape Town.

“Deon Meyer is one of the unsung masters.”
— Michael Connelly
“The defining novelist of modern South Africa.”
— Independent
“One of the sharpest and most perceptive thriller
writers around.” — The Times

EXCERPT FROM FEVER
Now my father was at the door, he pulled it open,
jumped in, a dog hanging on his leg, as he lashed
out at it. It fell. With blood on his arms, blood down
his back, he shoved me off the passenger seat, and
slammed the door shut.
I saw my father’s face, the loathing, determination,
fear, revulsion, rage. I felt him grab the pistol from my
hands. He ejected the magazine, pushed in a fresh one.
He held the pistol out the window and fired again and
again and again. Each shot was merely a dull report
in my ringing ears, the cartridges scattered silently
against the windscreen, the instrument panel, the
steering wheel, and dropped to the floor beside me,
everywhere, I looked up at my father’s tattered shirt,
and the deep wounds in his back, the same crimson as
the clouds.
The pistol emptied, still Pa kept pulling the
trigger. Smoke filled the cab.
The twentieth of March in the Year of the Dog.
Eleven months after The Fever.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity coverage
Outreach to prominent mystery influencers
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
deonmeyer.com
Twitter: @MeyerDeon
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SWEARING IS GOOD FOR YOU
The Amazing Science of Bad Language

DR. EMMA BYRNE
In the vein of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat comes a fascinating
and funny look at the science behind swearing.
Did you know that chimpanzees can swear? Or
that we do most of our swearing in our first
language? Have you ever noticed that swearing
is an excellent painkiller?

In delightfully fun

and accessible
language, backed by riveting historical case studies
and the latest cutting-edge research, Dr. Emma
Byrne explores the science behind swearing and
why bad language might actually be good for us.
Swearing, it turns out, is socially and emotionally
essential. Not only has some form of swearing
been around since the earliest humans began to
communicate, but it has been shown to reduce
physical pain, prevent violence, help stroke victims
recover their language, and help people work
together as a team. Swearing Is Good for You is a
fascinating and fun look at the amazing science of
bad language.

PSYCHOLOGY / Cognitive Psychology & Cognition
978-1-4870-0177-3
5.5 x 8.5 • 288 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0178-0
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: PSY008000
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DR. EMMA BYRNE is a research scientist at

EXCERPT

Queen Mary, University of London. She has a
Ph.D. in artificial intelligence and an MRes in
Visualization, Imaging, and Virtual Environments.
Her research has been published in Science and the
BMJ and has been covered by the BBC, the Daily
Mail, and the Scottish Daily Record. She has also
written popular science articles for Forbes and the
Financial Times. Dr. Byrne appears regularly on Sky
News and the BBC as an expert on swearing and
artificial intelligence. Swearing Is Good For You is
her first book.

When I was about nine years old, I was smacked for
calling my little brother a “twat.” I had no idea what
a twat was – I thought it was just a silly way of saying
“twit” – but that smack taught me that some words
are more powerful than others and that I had to be
careful how I used them.
But as you’ve no doubt gathered, that experience
didn’t exactly cure me of swearing. In fact it probably went some way towards piquing my fascination
with profanity. Since then I’ve had a certain pride
in my knack for colourful and well-timed swearing:
being a woman in a male-dominated field, I rely on
it to camouflage myself as one of the guys. Calling
some equipment a piece of shit is often a necessary
rite of passage when I join a new team.
So when I discovered that other scientists have
been taking swearing seriously for a long time – and
that I’m not the only person who finds judicious
profanity useful – I was fucking delighted! I first
began to realize there was more to swearing than
a bit of banter or blasphemy when I happened to
read a study that involved sixty-seven volunteers, a
bucket of ice water, a swear word, and a stopwatch.
I was working in a neuroscience lab at the time and
that study changed the course of my research. It set
me on a quest to study swearing: why we do it, how
we do it, and what it tells us about ourselves.

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National publicity attention
Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
ARCs available
Co-op available
emmabyrne.net
Twitter: @SciWriBy
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NEW IN PAPERBACK
THE TOBACCONIST
ROBERT SEETHALER

TRANSLATED BY CHARLOTTE COLLINS
A WATERSTONES PICK

From the Man Booker International Prize finalist Robert
Seethaler comes a tender, heartbreaking story about one young
man and his friendship with Sigmund Freud during the Nazi
occupation of Vienna.
Seventeen-year-old Franz Huchel journeys to Vienna to
apprentice at a tobacco shop. There he meets Sigmund Freud,
a regular customer, and over time the two very different men
form a singular friendship. When Franz falls desperately in love
with the music-hall dancer Anezka, he seeks advice from the
renowned psychoanalyst, who admits that the female sex is as
big a mystery to him as it is to Franz.
As political and social conditions in Austria dramatically
worsen with the Nazis’ arrival in Vienna, Franz, Freud, and
Anezka are swept into the maelstrom of events. Each has a big
decision to make: to stay or to flee?

FICTION / Historical
978-1-4870-0251-0
5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-77089-966-7
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC014000

MARKETING NOTES
•
•
•

ROBERT SEETHALER is an Austrian living in Berlin. He
is the bestselling author of four novels, including The Tobacconist, which has sold more than 300,000 copies in Germany, and
A Whole Life, a finalist for the Man Booker International Prize.

CHARLOTTE COLLINS studied English at Cambridge
University. She worked as an actor and radio journalist in both
Germany and the U.K. before becoming a literary translator.
She is the translator of Robert Seethaler’s A Whole Life, which
was a finalist for the Man Booker International Prize.

Social media promotion
Goodreads giveaway
Co-op available
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Now Available

THE ACCUSATION
BANDI

TRANSLATED BY DEBORAH SMITH
“A mournful, deeply felt, and necessary read. It will change you.” — Irina Kovalyova,
author of Specimen

In 1989, a

North Korean dissident writer,
known to us only by the pseudonym Bandi, began to
write a series of stories about life under Kim Il-sung’s
totalitarian regime. Smuggled out of North Korea
and set for publication around the world in 2017, The
Accusation provides a unique and shocking window
into this most secretive of countries.
The Accusation is a heartbreaking portrayal of the
realities of life in North Korea. It is also a reminder
that humanity can sustain hope even in the most
desperate of circumstances — and that the courage
of free thought has a power far beyond those who
seek to suppress it.

BANDI, which means “firefly” in Korean, is a
pseudonym for a writer who is still living in his
homeland of North Korea, and who wrote these
stories in secret. The Accusation is his only published
book to date.

FICTION / Short Stories
978-1-4870-0271-8
5.5 x 8.25 • 246 pages
Trade paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0272-5
ePub • $16.95
BISAC: FIC029000
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DEBORAH SMITH is a British translator of
Korean fiction. She translated The Vegetarian
by Korean author Han Kang, for which she and
the author were co-winners of the Man Booker
International Prize in 2016. She is currently a
research fellow at the School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of London.

Month
Available

TITLE
TITLE
ANANSI
Subtitle
Subtitle

INTERNATIONAL

AUTHOR NAME

AUTHOR NAME
Lead quote — credit

978-1-4870-0105-6
Hardcover • $25.00

978-1-4870-0099-8
Paperback w/ flaps •
$22.95

978-1-4870-0106-3
ePub • $19.95

978-1-4870-0100-1
ePub • $18.95

978-1-4870-0083-7
Paperback • $18.95
978-1-4870-0084-4
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-976-6
Paperback w/ flaps •
$22.95

978-1-4870-0028-8
Paperback w/ flaps
• $19.95

978-1-77089-977-3
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0029-5
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0215-2
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-383-2
Paperback • $16.95

978-1-77089-984-1
Paperback • $16.95

978-1-4870-0216-9
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-384-9
ePub • $14.95

978-1-77089-985-8
ePub • $14.95

978-1-4870-0044-8
Paperback • $19.95
978-1-4870-0045-5
ePub • $16.95
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978-1-4870-0074-5
Paperback • $19.95

9978-1-77089-401-3
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-471-6
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-4870-0076-9
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-402-0
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-472-3
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0220-6
Hardcover • $19.95

978-1-4870-0156-8
Paperback • $19.95

9978-1-4870-0221-3
ePub • $16.95

978-1-4870-0157-5
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-880-6
Paperback w/ flaps •
$22.95
978-1-77089-881-3
ePub • $18.95

978-1-77089-425-9
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-403-7
Paperback • $21.95

978-1-77809-824-0
Paperback • $19.95

978-1-77089-426-6
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-404-4
ePub • $16.95

978-1-77089-825-7
ePub • $16.95
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